Until the mid-1990s, computer tools for qualitative data analysis (QDA) were designed on the assumption that these data are primarily texts. The textual bias had more to do with the state of the art in computing technology than with the needs of field workers. Simply put, most desktops did not have the RAM, the sound cards, and the video accelerator cards essential for analyzing sound and graphics files. The software design decision was therefore an easy one-you designed QDA programs for handling texts.
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As we head into the twenty-first century, good tools for analyzing texts are now widely available, some of them even as free downloads from the Internet. For example, several QDA packages developed by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention can be downloaded from http://www.cdc.gov/ nchstp/hiv_aids/software.htm. Because the average desktop also has changed, software development is beginning to encompass the true diversity of qualitative data. NOVA Research's new software package called AFTER, or A Framework of Tools for Ethnographic Research, is one such tool, designed for the analysis of multimedia ethnographic data. Our objective here is to describe AFTER's main points, its strengths and weaknesses, and assess its suitability for application in the field.
AFTER is designed mainly for interviewers who need to code and manage text, sound, graphics, and video files; who need to select subsets of these coded multimedia files according to user-defined criteria; and who need to create reports of code frequencies or generate SAS and SPSS system and data files for quantitative analysis. AFTER grew out of a research project sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Version 3.01, the version reviewed here, is the first version of AFTER to be marketed as a commercial product. According to Weitzman and Miles's (1995) taxonomy of qualitative data analysis programs, AFTER can be described as a "code-and-retrieve" program, one in which the researcher can code and search chunks of data but not link the codes together analytically in conceptual frameworks and networks. Lewis (1998) evaluates two products, ATLAS/ti and NUD*IST, which do the latter.
INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT
AFTER runs on Windows 3.x, Windows 95/98, or Windows NT 4.0. Although the user manual states that it will work on as little as 4MB of RAM, we doubt that any serious application of this program is possible with so little maneuvering room, a view echoed by NOVA Research's AFTER Web page. If you intend to use AFTER to code video or sound, we recommend a Pentium machine with 32MB of RAM to handle graphic acceleration necessary to play video and a sound card as the minimum platform for this program.
The product comes on one CD-ROM. Installation is simple (i.e., click on Install in the root directory of the CD-ROM). The installation program gives you the option of copying the tutorial files to your hard drive, an option that we recommend you take because these files are small and there are few of them. If you intend to use AFTER to code video and your computer system is not currently running Video for Windows, you also will need to install the latter program from the vfw subdirectory of the AFTER CD-ROM. Once installed, the AFTER folder took about 7.5MB of the hard drive on our test Win 95 and 98 systems. The AFTER documentation notes that, depending on your configuration and operating environment, the installed program could consume 4-13MB of hard-drive space.
AFTER comes with a forty-eight-page, spiral-bound, printed manual, which is also available as a 3.8MB Adobe Acrobat .pdf file on the CD-ROM.
The manual covers the basic features of the program and how they work. Examples of AFTER coded files, code lists, reports, and other output are given in fifteen appendices. Although the manual is well organized and covers the basics, our impression is that inexperienced researchers may need to read the manual, work through the tutorial, and then read the manual again before trying AFTER out on their own data. Fortunately, the manual is so brief that reading it is not time consuming.
For those of us who may be new to qualitative research, NOVA Research also includes a copy of Patricia M. Hudelson's (1996) seventy-eight-page monograph titled Qualitative Research for Health Programmes in Adobe Acrobat format in the \doc subdirectory of the CD-ROM. It is an excellent general introduction to the organization of a qualitative research project and the common methods and techniques used in such studies.
Help within the AFTER program is context-sensitive, but we found that the manual was generally more helpful than the online help screens simply because the former contains screenshots and more details. NOVA Research also offers support via e-mail directed to support@novaresearch.com, by telephone during normal weekday business hours at (301) 986-1891, and by user questions (FAQs) posted to its Web page at http://www.novaresearch.com.
AFTER's tutorial is a series of nine exercises designed to demonstrate the program's basic features. We recommend printing each exercise so you do not have to move back and forth between the tutorial screen and the AFTER screens. The tutorials performed as expected except for Exercise 2, the instructions and text file line numbers of which do not match up with the data file used in the exercise.
INPUTTING AND MANAGING DATA
A significant feature of AFTER 3.01 is its ability to handle text, audio, graphic, and video files. Unfortunately, it only accepts a narrow range of nontext file types. Graphics files, for example, must be bitmaps in .BMP format. Only .AVI format is acceptable for video files. Audio files may use .AVI (nonnative format) or the popular .WAV format. Text must be in ASCII, ANSI, or .RTF format.
AFTER's data format limitation is a factor that a prospective purchaser should consider carefully if she or he is planning to produce results of their AFTER analysis as raw data files on CD or on the Internet. Although the ASCII, ANSI, and .RTF text formats pose no problems for MAC and PC users, the .AVI is a PC-native video format. Researchers who want to present their video files in digital form for seminars or online instruction will also need to remember the necessity of saving their video files as .AVI files (for analysis in AFTER) and in the other formats they may need (e.g., .MOV for cross-platform use or in any streaming format for Internet presentation). Researchers should keep in mind the file size of .AVI files as they consider their computer resources. Similarly, the .BMP format for graphics is more space-intensive than compressed formats such as .JPG or .GIF and, depending on the number of graphic files the user wishes to code in a given study, file size or disk space may be an important consideration.
Like many code-and-retrieve programs, the AFTER program is designed to assist with coding and analyzing; the cleaning and editing of data files must be done outside of AFTER before they are opened in this program. Consequently, the user will probably find it necessary to have graphic, audio, and video editors at hand while he or she prepares data for AFTER analysis.
When you start AFTER for the first time, the main screen (see Figure 1 ) comes as something of a surprise, mostly because there is so little of it. The program also ignores the GUI conventions that lead users to expect to begin using a program by clicking on the left-most item in the menu bar. With AFTER, if you want to initiate a new study, you must first give the study a name by clicking on the Options item of the menu bar (see Figure 1 ). If you do not do this and you go straight to coding and analyzing data, AFTER has no way to tell that the files you code are not part of whatever study was named last in the Options window. For this and general record-keeping reasons, we advise users to create a subdirectory for each study and to store copies of your source and data files in it. Enter the name of the subdirectory in the Options window of AFTER so that all of your files will be stored together. If you do that, you will find it easier to keep track of your data and to make project backups.
Two important quirks of AFTER also should be mentioned here. First, there is no browse window under Options that would allow the researcher to select an AFTER study folder. That is, all file names must be typed in by the researcher, not selected from a pick list of study folders or source files. So, if you want to add additional files to an existing study, you must either remember the study name and type it in manually or you must find the folder name by using Select file under the Code item in the menu bar and then type that study folder name in the Options window. Second, you had better pay close attention to the case of that study name because AFTER is case sensitive and a switch between upper-and lower-case letters will result in the creation of a new study folder. The next edition of the AFTER manual should caution users about this problem.
CODES AND CODING
Using both the AFTER tutorial data set and multimedia data from Grunden's fieldwork in Indonesia, it was relatively easy for us to code all of the file types supported by AFTER. The coding process is essentially the same for all data file types: select an area of text, graphic, sound, or video and then assign a code or codes to that selection. To code a text file, you simply highlight a passage and press the Enter key to call up the Enter Code window (see Figure 2) . Bitmapped photographs and other graphics are coded by the click-and-drag method to create a rectangle around the area of interest and then pressing the Code button (see Figure 3) . The video and audio coding windows are the most complex AFTER screens (see Figure 4) . They offer a slider bar and standard VCR and audio playback buttons for controls. All of the coding windows were relatively intuitive and worked as advertised.
AFTER distinguishes between Header codes and Excerpt codes. A header code is placed at the beginning of the data file and includes information, such as demographic data, that is applicable to the entire file. Excerpt codes are what most researchers simply call codes. Codes may be created or modified on the fly as you select passages and assign codes to it in the Code window.
Codes are stored in a codebook that AFTER calls a Dictionary. All codes may be stored in a single Dictionary or each study may have one or more dictionaries of its own. The multiple dictionary feature is potentially useful for researchers who are developing several approaches to their data analysis and wish to keep the various codes separate. Dictionaries can be created as you code the data (the easy way) or from scratch using a text editor and the following information: the code or variable name, any notes to clarify or describe the code meaning, and the list of values assigned to that code or variable.
FIGURE 1

AFTER Main Screen
NOTE: The function of this screen is simply to hold the AFTER command menu bar. It tends to get buried on your desktop unless you need to switch to a different task.
Existing codebooks can also be used in AFTER but first they must be edited to conform to AFTER's Dictionary format.
One useful coding feature of AFTER is that it lets you identify the speaker in the Code window. If you are working with a text transcription of an interview, identify each speaker in the transcript by a name or label of up to twelve characters followed by a colon and two spaces. Preprocessed in this format, AFTER will automatically enter the correct name or label in the Speaker box of the Code window when you code a chunk of text. In Figure 2 , the highlighted text for speaker "I" is being assigned the code BORN. All that the coder did was highlight the text, press the Enter key, and enter the code word BORN; AFTER automatically entered the speaker label.
FIELD METHODS
FIGURE 2
Coding a Text File NOTE: Text is coded by highlighting the passages to be coded and then either by entering a code in the Enter Code window or by clicking on the Dict button and selecting a code from a picklist of existing codes. The vertical bars and the code labels in the left-hand panel show the span of each coded passage. If more than one code is assigned to a given passage, it is marked with a number in the excerpt code panel display. To see the codes and spans of numbered passages, the user must click on the passage and press the F2 key to pop up a list of the assigned codes. The excerpt code panel display can be toggled on or off.
Another useful feature of the text-coding window is that the researcher may choose to view text only or the text with the codes to the side. When this option is selected from the View menu, the text appears on the right side of the screen and codes appear next to the selected text on the left side of the screen. Where portions of coded text overlap with one another, a black vertical box appears with a number indicating how many other codes have been assigned to that selection.
ANALYSIS WITH AFTER
It is in the analysis stage, of course, that the researcher profits from the considerable investment of resources that went into coding the data. AFTER Grunden, Lewis / AFTER: A FRAMEWORK 83
FIGURE 3
Coding Bitmapped Graphics NOTE: To code areas of a photograph, you drag a rectangle around the area you wish to code (an example area in the photograph can be seen around the prescription medicine vial) and click on CODE, which brings up a small window in which you enter the code. The left-hand panel shows that one area of this photograph has already been coded.
offers three major analytical features: file assembly, the creation of data excerpts, and code products, which include reports, data tables, and output that can be used as data for statistical analyses. The Assembly feature lets you create subfiles based on the presence or absence of selected codes or code values. For example, all files with a code of AGE and those that contain code EDUC=12 may be tagged to create an assembly of interviewees who have completed at least twelve years of school (EDUC=12) and for which their age is recorded (AGE). Note that these codes and values are examples. You will provide their own codes and values with your own definitions. The inclusion of values assigned to a code allows you to create subsets of any code. That is, AGE could be assigned values =1, =2, and =3, which the researcher has determined to define as younger than thirty years (=1), between thirty-one and sixty-nine years (=2), and seventy years or older (=3).
FIELD METHODS
FIGURE 4
Coding Video and Audio Files NOTE: The video and sound coding windows are similar. To code these data types, you click on the BEG and END buttons to bracket each target passage and then click on CODE, which pops up the same small code window as in Figure 2 . The left-hand panel shows the span in milliseconds of previously coded segments of the current file. The video coding window includes a display screen in the upper-right corner. AFTER does not provide a graphical display of sound files.
Assembly is a useful feature if you want to narrow the scope of your analysis data set. Given two or more subfiles or assemblies based on different criteria within a study, you can further subset the data by creating new assemblies based on criteria that the existing subfiles share or do not share.
Excerpting is the process by which you enter codes, code values, and/or speaker labels in AFTER's Excerpt Request window and generate output files in ASCII or RTF format that contain all of the text, sound, video, and bitmapped graphics selected by the request. From the Analysis item of the AFTER menubar, select Excerpt. This brings up the Select Coded Excerpts window in which all tagged files are listed. After selecting the types of media format (text, audio, graphics, video, or all) , you click on the Pull excerpts menu and specify the particular code(s) that you wish to extract from the selected file(s).
After making data selections to be excerpted, AFTER provides a confirmation window that allows the user to confirm the inclusion or to exclude each selected item. The result of Select Excerpts, as mentioned above, is the generation of an ASCII or .RTF file showing only those sections of a file(s) with the selected code(s). By eliminating all but the requested coded portions of a file, the researcher is provided with a more manageable document that focuses on a specific code, set of codes, or file type(s). The excerpting feature worked flawlessly for text and for relatively small nontext files of less than 2MB.
Grunden experimented with creating excerpts of real data on two machines, one a 233 MHz Pentium with 96MB RAM, the other a 266 MHz Pentium II with 128MB RAM, and found that AFTER chokes on large excerpts (in other words, it does not display selected nontext file excerpts or the screen freezes). This occurred when excerpts included a combination of all file types. It is difficult to estimate the limit of AFTER's capabilities in this area because it is not clear whether Excerpt file imports the entire selected file for video or audio and cannot handle larger (more than 20 MB) file sizes in these formats or whether there was a problem in the actual extraction of segments from these types of files. On the plus side, if you limit yourself to small excerpts, this feature works great.
In addition to Assemblies and Excerpts, you can use any of the Assemblies or coded data to generate seven kinds of Code Products (see Table 1 ). To create these products, you simply click on Code Product under Analysis in the main menu bar and then click the check boxes for the desired output items. Depending on which code product you select, a window with product options will open after you click on OK.
AFTER's strong focus on quantitative analyses of qualitative data is most evident with its code products. Using this feature, it is easy to generate a data file of codes for each case, as well as the SAS and SPSS program files necessary to create system files for the respective statistical packages. We created a test SPSS code product and used it to create an SPSS 6.1 system file without a hitch. The only quirk we encountered was AFTER's case-sensitive approach to file name prefixes in data sets for which there can be multiple files per case. Thus, if the prefix is "And" (for "Andrea") and there are two files, "And1.bmp" and "AND2.TXT," the program will treat them as two cases. Awareness of the case-sensitive nature of AFTER will save researchers considerable time as they try to figure out why they are generating multiple cases even though they had named their files with a common prefix for placing multiple files into one case as instructed in the manual.
CONCLUSIONS
AFTER is an attractive choice of inexpensive QDA software for researchers who work primarily with multimedia interview data and who want to use AFTER primarily as a framework within which to code data and generate excerpts, summary tables of the relative frequencies of the study variables, or SAS or SPSS data files for subsequent quantitative analysis. We stress the word interview because AFTER's design and interface appear best suited to that research environment. The current version of AFTER grew out of a research project sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and was designed to manage large amounts of interview data in text form. This version has added multimedia capabilities but there are still some limitations in the use of audio, graphic, and video file types. For example, our samples that included video segments of more than 20 MB, combined with additional file types, often caused the program to freeze.
When your needs lie beyond this restricted domain, we believe that you should also consider some of the excellent competing products. ATLAS/ti, in particular (Lewis 1998) , although much more expensive than AFTER, provides essentially the same features (in November 1998, a free service pack upgrade gave video/audio coding capabilities to ATLAS/ti) and an unparalleled array of tools for finding patterns in qualitative data and constructing conceptual maps or networks of these patterns.
As noted at the outset of this review, AFTER is an excellent example of the importance of multimedia data in new QDA software developments. Although QDA software came a long way in the 1990s, we anticipate that the next decade will bring an order of magnitude of difference in what products such as AFTER can do.
AFTER sells for $179; educational and site license discounts are unavailable. A free demo version of AFTER, limited to a maximum of five codes but complete in every other respect, can be downloaded from the NOVA Research Web site. Prospective purchasers should contact NOVA Research at: NOVA Research Company, 4600 East-West Highway, Suite 700, Bethesda, MD 20814-3415; telephone: (301) 
